Headland Valves and Controllers.
These controllers and valves can be used on spreaders that do not have computers that can control
spinners separately to give control of one or both spinners for
headland work, often used on older type spreaders to retrofit
this ability. Dual units can also operate one conveyor and one
spinner.
The control on the left will operate one spinner and give a
readout of its speed. The operating speed is set by the
computer and when this is fitted it will bypass some of the oil
and slow the spinner down, the speed can be seen on the
screen.
The one below will operate two
spinners so you are not
limited to one direction
around a field.

The valve to the right will
fit an Eaton type motor

The valve to the right will
fit a Danfoss type motor.
These bolt directly to the
motor with banjo bolts
shown over the page.
Usually do not have to
change any hosing.
The valve to the left will
operate other type motors
which require separate piping up.
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Manual Type Headland Valves.
A valve designed to fit directly to an Eaton type motor and be manually
adjusted.
Will require a separate tacho if spinner speed readout is required.

Banjo bolts to the right to directly
mount to the motor

Danfoss type valve for mounting
directly to the motor.

Dual manual control valve for controlling either
spinner on motors that need to be piped up
separately.
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